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Tobacco marketing warehouses vary spatially in the Eastern Tobacco

Belt. The identification of structural types and their distribution has

long been the concern of settlement geographers. Urban structure is among

the major research topics of urban geographers. Structural characteristics

and their location in the cultural landscape of eastern North Carolina

reveal patterns of geographic significance. Tobacco warehouse types were

based on two facade features: (1) Roof-line; and (2) Constructional Material.

Two distinct zones of tobacco marketing warehouse location are found on

the landscape in or near the four marketing centers tested. Library research

and field observations were conducted during 1976 and 1977.

Tobacco marketing warehouse roof-lines fall into three classes:

(1) Stepped; (2) Angled; and (3) Other. The stepped facade incorporates the

building feature known as the false front. The false front gives the

viewer of the warehouse the misconception of an added floor. The angled

roof-line class includes all tobacco warehouses with facades composed

of single front-facing gables. The remaining facade roof-line type,

the Other roof-line, is inclusive of all warehouses whose roof-lines do

not fit in the first two classes. Regions of dominant roof-line types

form general North/South orientations. The Northern section centered on

Greenville, N. C., is composed of stepped roofs. The Southern sector of

angled roof-lines is located around the town of Smithfield. The other



roof-line type is prevalent only in Rocky Mount due to the expansion of

existing facilities.

The regionalization of facade material forms three distinct areas.

The Southern area is made up of sheet metal faced warehouses. A central

region concentrated around Greenville, N. C., is formed mainly of bricked

warehouse facades. Windsor, N. C. is the focal point of the Northern

sheet metal region. Structural characteristics were found to relate to

the location and age of the tobacco marketing warehouse.

Two marketing areas were found in the environs of Wilson, Greenville,

Farmville, and Washington, N. C. The two areas formed in distinct

portions of the urban landscapes in the four cities. Classification of

these areas is based on their location in the towns. The classes are:

(1) CBD; and (2) Peripheral. The marketing area located in or near the CBD

is composed generally of brick stepped warehouses built prior to 1950.

This region formed partial ring-shaped zones around the CBD of the

towns according to the Concentric Zone Theory of urban geography.

The peripheral locations, unlike the CBD sites, chosen for tobacco

marketing warehouses were large tracts of land built along major roadways

of the region. These warehouses are generally constructed of sheet metal

with angled roof-lines. The perpheral sites, including all warehouses

built since 1950, devoted to tobacco marketing are located along major

highways following the assumptions of the Sector and Multiple Nuclei

theories of urban geography.

The areal distribution of tobacco marketing warehouses demonstrates

mappable features. The identification of tobacco warehouse structural

types is based upon facade characteristics. Roof-lines and the material



used in the construction of warehouse facades is used as the citeria for

structural type. Brick and sheet metal are the two basic modes utilized

in the raising of the structures. Two locations, relative to the CBD,

are present in the urban landscape of the four towns. Prior to 195Q,

brick stepped warehouses were built in concentrated areas near the pre-

sent day CBDs of the marketing centers. After 1950, widely spaced plots

chosen on the periphery of the four cities. The spatial distribution of

tobacco marketing warehouses reveals much of the character of Eastern

North Carolina.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Tobacco marketing warehouses are unequally distributed on the land-

scape. They occupy relatively large areas in the urban landscape in the

Eastern Flue-Cured Tobacco Belt of North Carolina. Geographers have long

been concerned with the structures men build in the process of occupying

areas. The literature generated by studies on that topic fall into two

major categories: (1) investigations into specific structural types in a

regional and/or historical context, and (2) research devoted to developing

methodology and models. This paper is of the former type.

The identification of settlement ensembles and their elements reveal

regional characteristics important to geographers. This study focuses on

two aspects of tobacco marketing warehouses: (1) the spatial variation of

warehouse types in the Eastern Flue-Cured Belt (located on the North Caro-

lina coastal plain), and (2) the evolutionary change of tobacco marketing

areas in the urban landscape of four marketing centers of that belt. Lib-

rary research and field observations were conducted during the years of

1976 and 1977.

Literature

Inquiry into the cultural landscape has generated numerous papers.

Research of this nature yielded two major types of articles: deductive

(for example: Fred Kniffen and John Rickert) and inductive (examples are:
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C. D. Harris and E. L. Ullman). Two sub-fields of cultural geography,

settlement and urban, are of great import to this endeavor. Their dif-

ference is mainly a matter of degree of generalization and perspective.

The first, settlement geography, studies the general forms and their

functions that man has utilized to 'civilize* the earth; while the other,

urban geography, concentrates in more detail on the foms and processes

active in urban centers.

Settlement Geography

Settlement phenomena occur in what Carl 0. Sauer called the "Cultural

Landscape," the physical/natural landscape altered by the presence of man.

Axioms are more apparent than theories in this field of geography. Cul-

tural research is not an exacting science. It is more a documentation of

reality. Preston James has stressed the study of elements of a landscape

to better understand the geographic character of an area. Material cul-

ture can not be "classified in a manner exactly analogous to that used by

biologists. The biologist never finds the tail of a lion grafted to the

body of a cow; the classifier of cultural forms has no such assurance."^
Settlement geographers would serve themselves well to emulate the 'mentat/

generalist' in Frank Herbert's trilogy about the planet Dune.

Above all else, the Mentat must be a generalist, not
a specialist. It is wise to have decisions of great moment

‘ monitored by generalists. Experts and specialists lead

^Fred B. Kniffen, "Louisiana House Types," Annals, Association of
American Geographers, Vol. 26 (1936), 180-181.
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you into chaos. They are a source of useless nit picking,
the ferocious quibble over a comma. The Mentat-Generalist,
on the other hand, should bring to decision-maki.ng a
healthy common sense. He must not cut himself off from the
broad sweep of what is happening in his universe. He must
remain capable of saying! "There's no real mystery about this
at the moment. This is what we want now. It may prove
wrong later, but we'll correct that when we come to it."
The Mentat-Generalist must understand that anything which we
can identify as our universe is merely part of larger
phenomena. But the expert looks backward; he looks into
the narrow standards of his own specialty. The generalist
looks outward; he looks for living principles, knowing
full well that such principles change, that they develop.
It is to the characteristics of change itself that the
Mentat-Generalist must look. There can be no permanent
cataloque of such change, no handbook or manual. You must
look at it with as few preconceptions as possible, asking
yourself: "Now what is this thing doing?"*^

Settlement geographers have dealt with varying elements of the cul-

tural landscape, from fences to field patterns. Fred Kniffen wrote articles

about house types and their diffusion. Kniffen's "Folk Housing: Key to

Diffusion" discussed the vernacular architecture of the eastern United

States and its diffusion across the continent.'^ Henry Glassie, Indiana

folklorist and student of Kniffen, documented numerous aspects of Amer-

ican material culture in his book Pattern in the Material Folk Culture

of the Eastern United States.^ John Fraser Hart and Eugene Cotton Mather,

^Frank Herbert, Children of Dune, (New York: Berkley Publishing
Corporation, 1976), 246.

^Fred Kniffen, "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Aliñáis, Associ-
ation of American Geographers, Vol. 55 (1965), 549-77.

^Henry Glassie, Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern
United States, (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968).



both independently and collectively, have produced many studies on the

settlernent geography of tke United States. Ttreir article most pertinent

to this paper is "The Character of Tobacco Barns and Their Role in the

Tobacco Economy of the United States."^ John E. Rickert in. his article

"House Facades of the Northeastern United States: A Tool of Geographic

Analysis" employs facades in identifying structural types and age.^ Ric-

kert presents his reader with a wealth of bibliographical information.

John Morgan in his thesis "The Role and Status of the Tobacco Ordering

Pit in the astern Flue-Cured Belt of North Carolina," delved into the

spatial and historical distribution of tobacco ordering pits in Pitt

County, North Carolina.^ Settlement geographers have failed to conduct

sufficient research into the ramifications of the impact of agricultural

production on the urban landscape.

Urban Geography

The field of urban geography has produced many theories related to

the forms and functions of our cities and to^ms. Development and change

of urban centers has been categorized by three theories: (1) Concentric

^John Frase Hart and Eugene Cotton Mather, "The Character of Tobac-
CO Barns and Their Role in the Tobacco Economy of the United States,"
Annals, Association of American Geographers, Vol. 51 C1951), 288-93.

^John Rickert, "House Facades of the Northeastern United States; A
Tool of Geographic Analysis," Annals, Association of American Geographers,
Vol. 57 (1967), 211-38.

^John Morgan, "The Role and Status of the Tobacco Ordering Pit in
The Eastern Flue-Cured Belt of North Carolina," Unpublished Masters Thesis,
Department of Geography, East Carolina University, 1976.
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Zone, (2) Sector, and (3) Multiple Nucleated. These theories reflect urban

characteristics at the time they were published. The Concentric Zone

theory was put forth by R. E. Park, E. W. Burgess, and R. D. McKenzie
O

in The City. That theory states that an urban area develops from its cen-

ter in the form of concentric rings. In "The Structure and Growth of Resi-

dential Neighborhoods in American Cities," Homer Hoyt states that contrasts

in land uses develop at the center of a city and continue in pie shaped

'fingers’.^ C. D. Harris and E. L. Ullman postulated a theory in their

article "The Nature of Cities" that cities developed around cellular shaped

nodes.The multi-nucleated theory can be applied readily to this study.

Scope of Research

The spatial variation of landscape phenomena is part of the essential

stuff of geography. Settlement geography is concerned with the regional-

izatlon and manifestation of material culture. Urban geography concentrates

on the regional and internal activities occuring in central places. This
\

paper deals with the areal distribution of tobacco marketing warehouses

®R. E. Park, E. W. Burgess, and R. D. McKenzie, The City, (Chicago;
University of Chicago Press, 1925), 47-62.

^Horner Hoyt, The Structure and Growth Of Résidéhtial Neighborhood
in American Cities, (Washington: U. S. Federal Housing Administration, 1939).

D. Harris and E. L. Ullman, "The Nature of Cities," Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, Vol. 242 C1945), 7-17.
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in the Eastern Tobacco Belt of North Carolina. The hypothesis is that

tobacco marketing warehouses are phenomena which vary spatially. When one

examines this statement; one must answer several questions about the char-

acter of the landscape under study. Two major questions arose in the pro-

cess of doing research for this paper: (1) How' are tobacco marketing ware-

houses distributed spatially in eastern North Carolina, and (2) Have tobacco

marketing warehouses evolved spatially in the urban landscape of the four

selected marketing centers? Answering the first question requires inquiry

into the actual distribution of warehouses by number and type, the second

involves identifying the patterns of evolutionary growth of tobacco mar-

keting areas in the urban landscapes under study.

Methodology

Most of the data for this thesis was gathered in the field. Back-

ground information was gleaned from writings of several marketing cen-

ters. In-depth research related to the spread of tobacco warehouses through

time over the urban landscape of the selected centers was conducted by the

use of city directories, personal interviews, and field observation. Aerial

photographs were scanned for patterns evident in the urban landscape of

the selected cities.

Study Areas

The nature of this study required the development of two study areas.

The first includes all seventeen tobacco marketing centers in eastern North.

Carolina. These centers were canvassed in order to determine general char-

acteristics of the tobacco marketing warehouse. The second concentrates

on four tobacco marketing centers CWilson, Greenville, Farmvllle, and Wash.-
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ington) along US 264. The second level of investigation was designed to

ascertain the evolutionary change of tobacco marketing areas in tke urban

landscape within the four towns.

The cultural landscape of the Eastern Belt possesses considerable

uniformity; yet exhibits local uniqueness due to the manner in which, man

perceives and utilizes the land at his disposal. This Belt extends over

twenty-six of the forty-one counties of eastern North Carolina (Figure 1).

The core marketing areas includes all counties with marketing centers (Figure 2).

The seventeen service centers which relate directly to farms and farmers

have relatively small populations (Table 1). These centers are concentrated

along the 1-95 corridor, US 64, and US 264 or centrally located (Kinston

and Goldsboro), with peripheral markets to the north at Windsor and

Ahoskie and as far south as Dunn and Wallace.

The categorization of tobacco marketing warehouses requires in-depth

research into the structural characteristics of each warehouse in the

Eastern Tobacco Belt. Marketing warehouses are unequally distributed

throughout the Belt. This Inequality extends to the nimber, to the arch-

itectual style, and to the location of the warehouses in the urban landscape

of the seventeen marketing centers. This research is planned to discern the

general architectual forms of the Eastern Belt marketing warehouses.

Comparison of the spatial distribution of tobacco marketing warehouses

in the urban landscape can be accomplished by a selection of towns which

fall into the four statistical categories obtained by the mathematical

manipulation of data relating to the millions of pounds of tobacco sold

in the seventeen tobacco marketing centers. The millions of pounds of
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TABLE 1

1970 POPULATION FIGURES AND LOCATIONS
OF

TOBACCO MARKETING CENTERS

MARKET: POPULATION: LOCATION

Ahoskie 5,105 North

Clinton 7,157 South

Dunn 8,302 95

Farmville 4,42A 264

Goldsboro 26,810 Central

Greenville 29,063 264

Kinston 22,309 Central

Robersonville 1,684 64

Rocky Mount 34,284 64,95

Smithfield 6,677 95

Tarboro 9,425 64

Wallace 2,905 South

Washington 8,961 264

Wendell 1,620 64

Williamston 6,570 64

Wilson 29,347 264,95

Windsor 2,116 North
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tobacco sold in each center from 1933 to 197A was tabulated and a mean

figure was obtained. The four urban centers represent their respective

hierarchical poundage levels found in the millions of pounds of tobacco

sold (Table 2). Accessibility and availability of information are two

major concerns when choosing urban centers to be studied. The four

urban areas examined demonstrate elements present in the region

as a whole. A survey of the core of an area shows landscape features

characteristic of the cultural phenomena under study. The heart of the

Eastern Belt is a region formed by the counties through which US 64

and US 264 pass.

Wilson, Greenville, Farmville, and Washington are situated on US 264.

These centers are in three contiguous counties (Wilson, Pitt, and Beaufort).

Wilson County is dissected by US 264 and the 1-95 corridor. Pitt County

contains two marketing centers, Farmville and Greenville. Beaufort County

is one of the eighteen counties forming the Atlantic seaboard of North

Carolina. An investigation into the four cities reveals a disparity in

tobacco-related mappable features. Tobacco marketing warehouses are un-

evenly distributed in the study area. Wilson dominates the region with

fifteen warehouses, reflecting the millions of pounds of tobacco sold in

that city (Table 3). The number of functioning tobacco warehouses in the

remaining centers are as follows; Greenville, 10; Farmville, 8; and

Washington, 4. Tobacco marketing warehouses are generally found con-

centrated in or near the Central Business Districts (CBDs) or aligned with

the highways passing through the respective centers. Tobacco marketing

facilities in the Eastern Belt are of a basically uniform structural

nature but vary markedly intra-regionally.
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TABLE 2

MILLIONS OF POUNDS OF TOBACCO SOLD

(Total and Average Poundage,
pounds sold 1933-1974)

MARKET : TOTAL (for 42 year
period):

AVERAGE:

Wilson 2821.7 68.8

Greenville 2167.6 52.9

Rocky Mount 2098.3 51.2

Kinston 2025.2 49.4

Farmvllle 933.2 22.8

Smlthfield 832.2 20.3

Goldsboro 448.7 10.9

Wallace 416.7 10.2

Clinton 413.6 10.1

Wendell 385.9 9.4

Robersonville 385.7 9.4

Tarboro 375.8 9.2

Ahoskie 370.9 9.1

Williamston 365.4 8.9

Washington 351.1 8.6

Dunn 234.4 5.7

Windsor 154.5 3.8

Sources: Figures for 1933 to 1951 were obtained from. Bright Leaf Tobacco
prepared by R. C. Rankin. Poundage figures for 1952 to 1974
were taken from Flue-Cured Tobacco Marketing Review tabulated
by the United States Department of Agriculture. The rank of
each marketing center is used on maps in chapter three to
facilitate interpretation.



TABLE 3

NUMBER OF FUNCTIONING TOBACCO MARKETING
WAREHOUSES BY MARKET

MARKET: NUMBER OF WARKHOUSES

Wilson 15

Greenville 10

Kinston 8

Farmville 8

Rocky Mount 7

Dunn 7

Wendell 7

Tarboro 6

Goldsboro 6

Smithfield 6

Wallace 6

Robersonville 5

Ahoskie 5

Washington 4

Williamston 3

Windsor 3

Clinton 3



CHAPTER II

ASPECTS OF TOBACCO PRODUCTION AND

PROCESSES TO WHICH URBAN STRUCTURES ARE RELATED

Tobacco is produced in approximately the eastern third of the United

States. The United States Department of Agriculture divides domestic

tobacco into four main classes; (1) Cigarette and Pipe Mixtures (Flue-Cured,

Burley, and Maryland Types); (2) Snuff and Chewing Tobaccos (Fire-Cured

and Dark Air-Cured Types); (3) Cigar Grades (Filler, Binder, and Wrapper

Types), and (4) Louisiana Perique (Pride of New Orleans) (Figure 3). Class

I tobacco has the largest poundage, with Flue-Cured accounting for over

sixty percent of the United States total. Burley tobacco is produced in

eleven states and represents over twenty percent of US production. Every

other type is localized and occupies only small portions of the states

where it is produced. Four states grow two cla.sses of tobacco: Q) Ken-

tucky (Burley, Fire-Cured, and Dark Air-Cured); (2) Tennessee(Burley, Fire-

Cured, and Dark Air-Cured); (3) Virginia (Burley, Fire-Cured, and Flue-

Cured); and Florida (Flue-Cured, Cigar Filler, and Cigar Wrapper). Regional

specialization has spurned the development of tobacco 'marketing belts.'

Although auction warehouses came into use at the turn of the century

in Virginia and North Carolina* a small percentage of the annual US crop

is not sold at auction. Tobacco culture has been changed during the Twen-

tith century by technological innovation but sales in auction warehouses

continues.
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Figure 3
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Flue-Cured Tobacco

Flue-Cured Tobacco (Types 11a, 11b, 12, 13 and 14) is marketed in 90

centers located in five belts: Old (19 markets). Middle (10 markets).

Eastern (17 markets). Border (18 markets), and Georgia/Florida (26 markets)

(Table 4). One to five sets of buyers vary between the markets (Table 4).ll

The largest concentration of buyers operate in the heart of the Eastern

Belt.

Tobacco Production in the Eastern Belt

Tobacco was introduced to Europeans by Indians of North America in

the Seventeenth Century. The cultivation of tobacco has occupied large

areas of the southeastern United States. North Carolina has specialized

in the production of Flue-Cured and Air-Cured tobaccos. The state has

four Flue-Cured marketing belts (Figure 4). The largest tobacco producing

region in North Carolina is the Eastern Flue-Cured Tobacco Belt (Table 5).

Migration of Blacks contributed to the increasing mechnization in the

tobacco industry. Several machines recently have been manufactured to

lower the man-hour-per-acre ratio, reflecting the lack of resources.

Growing Flue-Cured tobacco is a five part process. First, farmers

plant seed in a tobacco seed bed, which are long narrow strips covered

with cloth or plastic.The time of planting the seed beds (generally

l^Sets of Buyers refers to the number of teams of tobacco purchasers
sent by the tobacco manufacturers to the respective markets.

^^Seed beds are specially prepared plots in which tobacco seedlings
are matured.



TABLE 4

SETS OF BUYERS RY

OLD BELT
Market : Buyers

Danville, VA 4
Winston Salem, NO 4
South Boston, VA 2
Martinsville, VA 1
Brookneal, VA 1
Chase City, VA 1
Petersburg, VA 1
Kenbridge, VA 1
Lawrenceville, VA 1
South Hill, VA 1
Clarksville, VA 1
Burlington, NC 1
Madison, NC 1
Mebane, NC 1
Mount Airy, NC 1
Reidsville, NC 1
Roxboro, NC 1
Stoneville, NC 1
Greensboro, NC 1

EASTERN BELT
Market : Buyers

Wilson, NC 5
Greenville, NC 5
Rocky Mount, NC 4
Kinston, NC 4
Farmville, NC 2
Smithfield, NC 2
Ahoskie, NC 1
Clinton, NC 1
Dunn, NC 1
Goldsboro, NC 1
Robersonvllle, NC 1
Tarboro, NC 1
Wallace, NC 1
Washington, NC 1
Wendell, NC 1
Williamston, NC 1
Windsor, NC 1

MIDDLE BELT
Market : Buyers
Durham, NC 3
Fuquay Varlna, NC 2
Henderson, NC 2
Oxford, NC 2
Aberdeen, NC 1
Carthage, NC 1
Louisburg, NC 1
Sanford, NC 1
Warrenton, NC 1
Ellerbee, NC 1

AND MARKET

BORDER BELT GA/FLA BELT
Market :

■

Buyers; Market;

ajrmont, NC 4 Statesboro, GA
Mullins, SC 4 Vidalia, GA
Lake City, SC 4 Blackshear, GA
Lumberton, NC 3 Douglas, GA
Whiteville, NC 3 Moultrie, GA
Tlmmonsville, SC 2 Nashville, GA
Clarkton, NC 1 Tifton, GA
Chadbourn, NC 1 Valdosta, GA
Fair Bluff, NC 1 Adel, GA
Tabor City, NC 1 Live Oak, Fla
Dillon, SC 1 Swalnsboro, GA
Loris, SC 1 Matter, GA
Darlington, SC 1 Claxton, GA
Conway, SC 1 Hazelhurst, GA
Lamar, SC 1 Baxley, GA
Pamplico, SC 1 Fitzgerald, GA
Kingstree, SC 1 Sylvester, GA
Hemingway, SC 1 Alma, GA

Hahira, GA
Pelham, GA
Quitman, GA
Waycross, GA
Jasper, FL
Madison, FL
Lake City, FL
High. Springs, FL

Buyers

2

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Source; Tobacco Market Review
United States Department of Agriculture.

CM
CN
CNl
Cvl
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TABLE 5

MILLIONS OF POUNDS SOLD BY BELT
1974

BELT MILLIONS OF POUNDS:

Old Belt 243

Middle Belt 123

Eastern Belt 407

Border Belt 277

Source; Tobacco Market Review, United States Department
of Agriculture, 1974, 12-13.

Feburary) is important in the utilization of tobacco marketing warehouses.

The warehouses are used in the storage and sale of fertilizer. Once the

seed becomes a seedling, it is transplanted into a field. About three

months later, the tobacco plant is primed or picked for curing. The

nature of Flue-Curing requires that a barn be filled in one day; as

production is increased, barns are not expanded. They are merely multipied

in number. Next market preparation, tobacco is ordered, graded, and sheeted.

Several mechanical devices have been developed to plant, pick, and

cure tobacco. These machines cameabout in response to striking demo-

graphic shifts, including: (1) the migration of Blacks from southern

^^Tobacco is ordered by the addition of moisture to the cured leaf.
Tobacco is graded into classes based on the quality of the leaf. Sheet is
a term which denotes eight-foot-squares of burlap which are used to wrap
piles of tobacco and also the piles of loose-leaf (untied) tobacco sold
in the burlap sheets.
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rural areas, and (2) the tremendous Increase in the percentage of rural

non-farm individuals. The Black phenomena has been well documented, but

a closer look at the rural non-farm situation would be enlightening

(Figure 5). The census of the United States does not use the term

'Rural Non-farm' prior to 1930. From that time to the present, there

has been a complete reversal of rural farm and rural non-farm populations.

The effect of the two groups can be seen in the residential information

for the fifties. Less than twenty percent of the rural population in the

Eastern Belt at present reside on the farm.

Tobacco Marketing in the Eastern Belt

Tobacco has been an important cash crop in the southeastern United

States since European settlers reached the shores, but methods of sel-

ling the weed have changed over the years. Originally, tobacco was bought

from farmers along navigable streams. Not until the 1890's did type 12

begin to be sold at auction. At the turn of the century, there were

twenty-five tobacco marketing centers in the Eastern Belt (Table 6).

Poor roads spurred the growth of tobacco markets. As overland trans-

portation improved, the number of marketing centers decreased. Prior

to World War II, the Eastern Belt was made up of fifteen markets

(Wilson, Greenville, Kinston, Rocky Mount, Farmville, Smithfield, Ahoskie,

Goldsboro, Robersonville, Tarboro, Wallace, Washington, Wendell,

Williamston, and New Bern). Today, there are seventeen markets in the

Eastern Belt.

Tobacco marketing by auction requires activity in three stages:

Pre-marketing, Marketing, and Post-marketing. Pre-marketing begins when

the farmer brings his tobacco to the warehouse. Warehousemen weigh and
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EASTERN TOBACCO BELT

PERCENTAGE OF RURAL POPULATION:
FARM AND NON-FARM,

1930-1970

F77] FARM

M3 NON-FARM

Source: US Census

Figure 5



TABLE 6

TOBACCO MARKETING CENTERS
OF

THE EASTERN BELT (1908)

MARKET : MARKET:

Wilson Richlands

Greenville Snow Hill

Kinston Ayden

Rocky Mount Zebulon

Farmville Ahoskie

Goldsboro Enfield

Smithfield Wendell

La Grange Warsaw

Fair Bluff Lumberton

Robersonville Clinton

Williamston Dunn

Fairmont Fuquay Springs

Clarkton

Source: Tobacco Marketing in the United States
By E. W. Mathewson. USDA, 1913.
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tag each sheet of tobacco. The tags contain the weight of each sheet,

tobacco grade, and producers name. Sheets are then placed in the sale

line. Marketing begins with a contingent of warehouse officials, buyers,

and producers proceeding along the sale line. The auctioneer moves past

the sheets chanting a cadence of bids offered by the buyers (Figure 6).

Markers record the price obtained for each sheet, and indicates the buyer

and price paid on each tag. Warehousemen quickly determine the payment

due the farmer, who is paid on the day of the sale. The final stage

entails the reassignment of the sheets to the loading doors allotted to

each purchasing company. Sheets are then transferred to vehicles and

transported to storage facilities.

Changes in the transportation of tobacco has altered the process

of marketing the crop. Tobacco originally was conveyed to market by mule

carts. This mode was inefficient and labor intensive due to the fact

farmers were required to maintain the animals year round. Introduction of

the internal combustion engine and the improvement of roads (notably under

the direction of Governor Kerr Scott) lead to the concentration of markets.

Trucks allowed producers a greater freedom of choice in the marketing of

their commodity. This fact has lead to the necessity of requiring farmers

to designate the warehouse in which they intend to sell their tobacco.

In the 1974 "Flue-Cured Tobacco Market Review," the USDA states the following

about the problem:

This was the first season under the Grower Designation
Plan. The basic provisions of the plan were (1) growers could
designate their quota to individual warehouses within a 100-
mile radius of the county seat of the county in which the farm
was located and receive price support. Sales outside a grower's
radius were not eligible for price support; (2) designations



Figure 6: The Auctioneer Moves Past the Sheets

Figure 7 : The Introduction of Small Tractors
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could be changed during the season at specified intervals or at
any time in certain cases; (3) a Flue-cured Tobacco Advisory
Committee was established to advise the Secretary on marketing
conditions and recommend adjustments during the season.

The plan was designed to allow growers the opportunity
to sell tobacco at the warehouse of their choice in their
marketing area. There were three significant results of the
program during the 1974 season: (1) the number of inspection
and buying teams was reduced; (2) the selling season in the
southern areas was extended; and (3) there was a sharp reduc-
tion in the amount of tobacco transported for sale from the
northern to southern areas.

A full discussion of details of the plan is not practical
here. Readers are referred to the official regulations published
in the Federal Register as follows: 39FR 17753, 39FR 20066,
39Fr 30475, and 39FR 32975.^''^

Increasing efficency in warehouse operation, due to the introduction

of small tractors in the internal movement of tobacco in warehouses, has

helped alleviate the shortage in the availability of workers (Figure 7).

The seasonality of work in the warehouses contributes to this problem

by increasing the difficulty in finding workers.

Conclusion

Tobacco is an important cash crop in the southeastern United States.

The areal distribution of tobacco is one of regional specialization.

North Carolina is the largest producer of Flue-Cured tobacco, with four

of the five marketing belts located in the state. The Eastern Tobacco

Belt has seventeen marketing centers. These towns serve as agricultural

service centers for the surrounding areas. Agriculturally related fácil-

^^United States Department of Agriculture, "Flue-Cure Tobacco Mar-
ket Review," United States Government Printing Office, 1974.
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ities tend to concentrate in the respective markets.

Several factors have contributed to the increasing mechaniation in

the tobacco industry. Movement of Blacks out of the rural areas of the

South in the fifties and sixties were largely responsible for the devel-

opment and manufacture of tobacco harvesting and curing equipment. Dif-

ficulty in obtaining sufficient laborers has forced warehouse operators

to use garden tractors to move tobacco within their warehouses. Increasing

capital returns has helped to offset these losses, allowing for investment

in labor-saving devices.



CHAPTER III

THE CHARACTER OF TOBACCO MARKETING

WAREHOUSES IN THE EASTERN TOBACCO BELT

The classification of structural features reveals regionally sig-

nifleant patterns. Geographers have applied many methods in the study of

structures. Fred Kniffen, John Fraser Hart, Eugene Cotton Mather, and

John Rickert conducted pioneer research into the identification of

structural types. Rickert found building facades to be the key to struc-

tural type and age.^^ Discussion of the origin and diffusion of certain

house types can be found in the works of Kniffen and his student, Henry

Glassie. Discerning the spatial/historical patterns of tobacco marketing

warehouses required intensive field work. Tobacco warehouses of the Eastern

Belt demonstrate sub-regional characteristics. Facades were generally found

to fall into two major types of roof-lines: (1) Stepped and (2) Angled.

Material used in the construction of the face of the warehouses disclose

intra-regional patterns. Individuality of design is manifested in the

Belt.

Structural Types

Settlement forms disclose a profuse amount of evidence relevant to

15Rickert.
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the culture under study. Single or grouped structures reveal insight into

the cultural level of the society from which they developed. An inquiry

into the spatial distribution of the landscape features uncovers facts

about the processes involved in their utilization. An axiom of settlement

geography is that form follows function. A brief discussion of the

basic form of tobacco marketing warehouses would be appropriate at this

point. The warehouses are designed to provide maximum floor space and

light. Their low-pitched roofs are speckled with skylights which allow

shafts of sunlight to filter down upon the sheets so that the buyers may

judge the quality of the tobacco (Figure 8). Receiving doors are located

in the front of the building. Tobacco shipping doors are generally found

along the sides of the warehouses. Many of the shipping doors are raised

to facilitate the movement of tobacco out of the structure (Figure 9).

Figure 8: Their Low-Pitched Roofs Are Speckled With
Skylights
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Figure 9: Many of the Shipping Doors are Raised

General Characteristics

Research into the structural characteristics of tobacco marketing

warehouses in the Eastern Tobacco Belt has shown several features common

to all tobacco marketing warehouses. Warehouses are for the most part,

in or contiguous to urban areas. Many tobacco warehouses have and

utilize only the ground floor. None have an upper or second floor.

A few have a raised "ground floor" forming a basement underneath. The

average size of a tobacco marketing warehouse in the Eastern Belt is

40,000 to 50,000 square feet, with extremes from 35,000 to 500,940 square

feet. One fact that is evident, even to a casual observer, about the older

warehouses is their propensity to occupy whole blocks in urban centers.

All cover a large area, although only six percent of the warehouses sur-

veyed utilized the entire block, many were associated with or coexisted
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with other tobacco warehouses. Two examples of this phenomena are Hudson's

warehouse (formerly Old and New Victory Warehouse) in Greenville and Wat-

son's Warehouse (now Watson's and New Planters Warehouses) in Wilson

(Figures 10 and 11). While occupying only small portions of the block,

single family residences located beside warehouses tend to decrease these

totals (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Hudson's Warehouse Greenville, N. C.
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Figure 11: Watson's Warehouse Wilsor\ N. C.

Figure 12: Single Family Residence Located Beside
Warehouse
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Marketing processes are reflected in the sites on which the ware-

houses are located. Operational practices discernable from the

structure include: (1) multiple selling floors; C2) availability of parking;

and (3) characteristics of door placement. The adoption of utilizing

one office for administrational duties for numerous warehouses increased

the efficency of operation. These warehouses in Robersonville reflect this

custom; Red Front, Gray's, and Central (Fiqure 13). The unloading

and loading of tobacco before and after the sale require the arrange-

ment of vehicles around the structure. This procedure necessitates

parking facilities on or near the site. As a result most warehouses

are surrounded by streets, state or privately maintained. Related to

this situation is the postioning and arrangement of receiving and

shipping doors. Almost every warehouse in the Eastern Belt displayed

an entrance sign over one or more of the front doors (Figure 14).

Shipping doors tend to be located on the sides of the buildings. Icons

are placed on the doors or door frames to indicate the company whose

tobacco is brought to that door (Figure 15). Many firms also utilize

rear doors to ship tobacco. The majority of these shipping doors

are raised (2.5 to 3.5 feet) to facilitate loading.

Spatial distribution of tobacco warehouses in the Eastern Belt

is one of regional patterns composed of sub-regional variation. Ware-

houses are numerically unevenly distributed over the Belt (Table 4).

Tobacco marketing warehouses are concentrated (over fifty percent) in five

cities (Wilson, Greenville, Rocky Mount, Kinston, and Farmville). There

are one hundred and ten warehouses in the Eastern Flue—Cured Tobacco

Belt of North Carolina, the Belt average is five warehouses per marketing
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Figure 13: Red Front, Gray's and Central Warehouses
Robersonville, N. C.

Figure 14: Warehouses Display Entrance Signs
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Figure 15: Icons are Placed on the Doors or Door Frames

center. Wilson leads the region with fifteen warehouses. The structural

variation of the warehouses produces discernable patterns on the land-

scape.

Building Facades

The identification and classification of tobacco marketing ware-

house facades demonstrate regionally observable patterns. Warehouse type

is divided into three categories: (1) Stepped; (2) Angled; and (3) Other.

The first two groups, stepped and angled, include over eighty percent

of the warehouses surveyed (Table 9). The stepped facade incorporates an

architechural style commonly known as a 'False Front.' The false front

is used to give the illusion of an added dimension of an upper floor to

the structure (Figure 16). They became popular in the Nineteenth century
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America. This style was found to be associated with the older warehouses.

The second type, angled, began to appear on the landscape in the early

Nineteen Fifties. Angled roofed warehouses include all tobacco marketing

structures with a single front-facing gable (Figure 17). The last category

represents miscellaneous roof lines, for example: Multi-angled, Flat,

or combinations of all previous roof types (Figure 18).

TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE OF BUILDING ROOF-LINE BY TYPE

TYPE: PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL:

Stepped 48

Angled 40

Other 12

Figure 16: The False Front Warehouse
(Stepped)
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Figure 17: The Angled Roof-Lined Warehouse

Figure 18: The Other Roof-Lined Warehouse
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The first type of roof line accounts for forty-eight percent of the

warehouses surveyed. Stepped roofed warehouses center on the middle and

Northern sections of the Belt (Figure 19). The largest concentration of

this structural feature occur in Washington (IQO percent), Williamston

(100 percent), and Ahoskie (80 percent). A polarity exists in five

more marketing centers: (1) Kinston; (2) Tarboro; (3) Farmville;

(4) Robersonville; and (5) Greenville.

The angled roofed warehouse category subsumes forty percent of the

Warehouses in the Eastern Tobacco Belt. Spatially, angled roofs are

centralized in the Southwestern portion of the Belt (Figure 19). Clinton

and Smithfield outrank all other marketing centers, with 100 and 80 percent

of their respective totals made up of this type of warehouse. Significant

ntjmbers of this roof-line type can be found in Windsor, Wallace, Dunn,

Wendell, and Goldsboro. Windsor, with sixty-seven percent of its total

in angled roofs, is a northern sub-regional anomaly.

Rocky Mount is the only marketing center with a substantial number

of its warehouses in the other type of roof-line (Figure 19). Over half

(57 percent) of its warehouses align with this group due to the expan-

sion of existing structures.

Facade Material

The type of material used in the construction of the facades of

tobacco warehouses reveal sub-regional patterns. Except for minor local

variation, facade materials consist of brick or sheet metal. Only five

towns (Goldsboro, Williamston, Greenville, Rocky Mount, and Farmville)

surveyed, displayed more than twenty-five percent of their total of facade
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material different from the two regional types. Date of construction can

be generally related to the material used in the facade of the structure.

Brick was found to be associated with warehouses built in th.e first half

of this century; from that point to the present, metal has been increasingly

employed.

The utilization of brick as a facade material is concentrated in a

small section of the Belt. The regional distribution of brick facing

forms a *U* around the town of Robersonville (Figute 20). Washington

has the largest percentage (100) of this type of facade material. Other

cities with a majority of brick facades are: Williamston, Greenville,

Farmville, and Tarboro. The use of brick in warehouse construction

was found to be aligned with older structures (Figure 21).

The use of sheet metal facing in the Eastern Belt forms two modal

areas. The Northern section includes Windsor, Ahoskie, and Robersonville

(Figure 2 .). All of the warehouses in Windsor possess metal facing.

The Southern group is lead by Clinton, where the warehouses are all metal-

faced. The remaining seven towns which make up this region are: Wendell,

Smithfield, Wallace, Kinston, Wilson, Dunn, and Goldsboro.

Specific Local Peculiarities

Several facts relating to historical marketing practices and indiv-

iduality of design were revealed in the course of doing research for this

paper. Warehouses were found raised above ground level creating a basement.

According to E. H. Mathewson, these basements were used for "grading and
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Figure 21; Brick Warehouses

Figure 22; Basement of a Tobacco Marketing Warehouse

*
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tying tobacco, so that farmers can have this work done for them at a

reasonable price" CFigure 22).Sleeping quarters were provided for far-

mers who choose to stay at the warehouse prior to the sale of their tobacco.

These practices no longer occur in the Eastern Tobacco Belt.

Although tobacco warehouses are basically uniform in design, local

uniqueness adds to the flavor of an area. One example of this fact is

the Centre Brick Warehouse in downtown Wilson, whose facade design sets

it apart from surrounding warehouses (Figure 23). Rodgers Tobacco Ware-

house in %lliamston has an interesting shipping and receiving arrange-

ment with the loading/unloading platforms enclosed within the warehouse.

Basnight's Warehouse in Ahoskie is the only example of a wooden tobacco

warehouse in the Eastern Belt.

Figure 23: Facade of Centre Brick Warehouse in Wilson, N. C.

H. Mathewson, "Tobacco Marketing in the United States," United
States Department of Agriculture Bulletin 268 (1913), 14-15.
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Conclusion

The categorization of tobacco marketing warehouse types showed

regionally significant patterns in the Eastern Tobacco Belt. The use of

building facades for classifying structural type is supported by research

conducted by John Rickert. Roof lines were found to be of two main classes

(1) Stepped and (2) Angled. Stepped roofs are concentrated in a small por-

tion of the Belt surrounding Robersonville with outlying nodes in Ahoskie

and Kinston. The agglomeration of angled roofs characterized the Southern

portion of the Belt. Facade material demonstrated intra-regionally slg-

nifleant areas. Brick and sheet metal proved to be the materials most

widely used in the construction of tobacco marketing warehouses. The em-

ployment of brick was concentrated in five towns: Washington, Williamston,

Greenville, Farmville, and Tarboro. Sheet metal facing formed two regions:

the Northern section included Ahoskie, Windsor, and Robersonville and in

the South: Clinton, Wendell, Smithfield, Wallace, Kinston, Wilson, Dunn,

and Goldsboro.

One should not overlook the fact men build warehouses for a

purpose. While the regionalization of structural types is important, the

function of the building is to sell tobacco. An ancient Chinese philoso-

pher, Lao Tzu, wrote about the utilization of form. The following is a

chapter from his work:

Thiry spokes are united around the hub to make a wh.eel.
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the carriage depends.

Clay is molded to form a utensil.
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the utensil depends.

Doors and windows are cut out to make a room.
But it is on its non-being that the utility of the room depends.

Therefore turn being into advantage.
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and turn non-being into utility.

Tobacco marketing warehouses are generally uniform in design; varia-

tion, however, does occur on a local level. As in all cultural phenomena

individuality manifests itself in the features of the element under study.

Personal touches in the design of the structures are ramifications of

this fact. Structural characteristics tended to show marked change with

time, exhibiting distinctive epochal traits in the urban landscape of

the Eastern Flue-Cured Tobacco Belt.

17
Wing-Tsit Chan, ed., A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy, CPrince-

ton: Princeton University Press, 1972), 144-45.



CHAPTER IV

THE LOCATION OF TOBACCO MARKETING

WAREHOUSES IN THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

The spatial arrangement of facilities within urban areas which are

related to agriculture indicates distinct stages of evolutionary devel-

opment. Geographers have long dealt with the problem of explaining and

predicting urban growth. American geographers have postulated three theories

concerning urban structure: (1) Concentric Zone (1925); (2) Sector (1935);

and (3) Multiple Nuclei (1945). The models of each theory reflect existing

urban conditions up to the time of their publication. The Concentric Zone

Theory, generally attributed to E. W. Burgess, concentrates on the time

and distance of travel to the city center.Homer Hoyt put forth in the

Sector Theory that patterns or constrasts in land use that form at the

center of an urban place continue in pieshaped wedges as the city grows.

This theory is based loosely on high-cost residential areas.The

Multiple Nuclei Theory, as advanced by C. D. Harris and E. L. Ullman, set

forth that there are numerous nodes which act as nuclei around which other

(residential) land use form or grow.20 There are inherent problems asso-

dated with every theory; urban form is no different. All of these theories

^^E. W. Burgess.

^^Homer Hoyt.

20c. D. Harris and E. L. Ullman.
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hold true in generalized situations but all leave something to be desired

in practice. Portions of each theory can readily be applied to the study

area. Rather than try to rely on just the aastimptions of one man, each

theorem will be used according to its merit in the particular situation.

Tobacco Marketing Areas

Tobacco marketing facilities in the Eastern Tobacco Belt are arranged

on the landscape in response to many factors, among them are: (1) city

shape; (2) existing land use; (3) economic conditions; (4) agglomeration of

like phenomena; (5) transportation systems; and (6) human whim. Areas of

tobacco marketing disclose eras of expansion from near the Central Bus-

iness District (CBD) of Wilson, Greenville, Farmville, and Washington,

Three distinct time periods are evident from warehouse styles. The first

includes all structures built before 1950. These warehouses are located

close to the CBD of the marketing centers. The most common víarehouse type

during this time period is the stepped facade constructed of brick. The

next term, 1950 to 1969, is dominated by angled facades of sheet metal

situated generally along major transportation arteries. The current decade

has seen the employment of pre-fabricated metal warehouses built on low-

cost, outlying plots close to highways. The four study centers align with

these generalizations.

Pre-1950

Tobacco marketing warehouses raised during this period were established

near the CBDs of the four marketing centers. Although the earliest ware-

houses were located on the periphery, the towns have grown incorporating
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them within their downtown areas. Marketing areas of this era concentrated

in zones partially ringing the CBDs of the urban centers. Due to this

fact, tobacco marketing warehouse locations conform generally to the

Concentric Zone Theory during this period, allowing for local varia-

tion. It should be noted that these tobacco marketing areas have compacted

through change of land use or destruction forming cellular-shaped nodal

areas in the multiple-nucleation of the present day cities.

The tobacco marketing area in Wilson at this point was surrounding

Goldsboro, Tarboro, and Kenan Streets (Figure 24). Greenville developed

a marketing area concentrated on Dickinson Avenue, and Ninth, Tenth, and

Eleventh Streets near where they Intersect with Dickinson Avenue (Figure

25). Wilson and Belcher Streets were the focal point of marketing activity

in Farmville prior to 1950 (Figure 26). Auctioning of tobacco in Washing-

ton proceded in buildings located on Bridge and Fourth Streets (Figure 27).

Several relevant landscape features are common to all four marketing cen-

ters.

Two transportation systems found in Wilson, Greenville, Farmville,

and Washington serve tobacco marketing. Six separate highways penetrate

the tobacco marketing areas of the four towns: US 264 (Wilson, Greenville,

Farmville, and Washington); NC 42 (Wilson); NC 43 (Greenville); US 13

(Greenville); NC 258 (Farmville); and US 17 (Washington) (Figures 25, 24,

26, and 27). Railroad lines and spurs are near, if not juxtaposed to ware-

houses in the four marketing areas.

1951-1969

New construction during this period radiated from the city center
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TOBACCO MARKETING SITES

WILSON, NORTH CAROLINA
1900-1977

Figure 24
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Figure 25



Figure 26
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Figure 27
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Figure 28: Large Trucks are used in the Transport of
Tobacco

to fringe areas, mainly lying along by-passes. The classification of

streets lends itself to four categories: (1) Local; (2) Collector;

(3) Arterial Streets; and (4) Freeways. The first and last categories

can be eliminated from consideration in this study period due to their

physical properties. In the previous time frame warehouses tended to

be built on local or collector streets, while these newer structures

gravitated towards arterial streets. The dimensions of arterial

streets allow for the use of large trucks in the transportation of tobacco

(Figure 28).

The marketing areas of this time period take on the general char-

acteristics of the Sector and Multiple Nucleated theories. These ware-

houses are located in strips along major highways, with many forming out-

lying cellular nodes around which substantial commercial and residential
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growth has occurred. The wedges and cells formed are located on roads

leading from the core marketing areas or along "by-passes" built in this

time period. A case could be made concerning the formation of partial

rings around the city. However, the generalizations produced are broad;

and there are too few units for valid assessment.

The tobacco marketing areas in this time period are so disposed that

a more generalized description is more appropriate. Sites along Goldsboro

Street and Ward Boulevard (US 301) were chosen in Wilson (Figure 24). The

tobacco market of Greenville followed two highways : US 13 (Dickinson Avenue

and Greene Street) and NC 43 (Charles Street) (Figure 25). Only one

tobacco warehouse was built in Farmville and Washington from 1950 to 1970

(Figures 26 and 27). Points on or near US 264 were chosen in these two

towns.

1970 to the Present

The last seven years has seen little construction in relation to

tobacco marketing. All of these warehouses are pre-fabricated structures

and located in low-cost plots outside city limits (Figure 29). The low

number of warehouses built during the last seven years do not present

enough data to accurately evaluate the areas formed in relation to urban

theories. However, the tobacco warehouses built in this time period lie

along or near roads utilized by earlier tobacco warehouses or used by

farmers to market their tobacco. James Johnston, in his book Urban Geo-

graphy, stated that the Sector Theory "pays more attention to the import-
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Figure 29: Pre-fabricated Warehouse

anee of transport in the functioning of a city."^^ Conditions indicate

general compliance to the Sector Theory.

Only two towns are represented: Greenville and Farmville. Two facts

are apparent regarding these warehouses: (1) locations outside the city

limits; and (2) low-cost land. Only one warehouse was built in. the Green-

ville tobacco market since 1970. This structure is located on the Pac-

tolus Highway north of Greenville. During this period two warehouses were

constructed in Farmville, one along US 264 and another on Stantonsburg

Road.

0-1

James H. Johnson, Urban Geography (Elmsfor, New York; Pergamon
Press, 1972), 173.
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Conclusion

The areal distribution of tobacco marketing warehouses in the urban

landscape of the Eastern Belt make patterns that are either cellular or

elongated at the present. Urban tkeorists have postulated several ideas

in regards to urban structure. The three major forms are rings, wedges,

and cells. Reality rarely conforms to theory, instead a combination of

theories is closer to the truth. The marketing areas before 1950 produce

partial ring shapes adjacent to the CBDs in the four study cities. Major

highways of the region intersect in the rings. Marketiñg areas of this

period have several characteristics: (1) narrow streets; (2) a proximity

of railroad lines; (3) a propensity for stepped facade warehouses con-

structed of brick; (4) an aptitude for the warehouses to be located close

together (many side by side or across the street from each other); and

(5) a general decay of the area at the present time. These areas have

tended to be reformed into cellular nodes at the present.

Portions added to the marketing areas from 1950 to 1970 tended to

spread outward along major transportation arteries according to the Sec-

tor Theory. Warehousemen choose to locate in conglomerations on the per-

iphery of the marketing towns. The location of many of these warehouses

has formed nodal points around which substantial urban growth has taken

place. An increasing use of sheet metal and angled facades are charact-

eristic of this time period.

The last seven years have seen little expansion in the structural

realm of tobacco marketing. This period is symbolized by low-cost lots,

pre-fabricated metal warehouses, and locations outside city limits. Points



chosen during this period reflect several aspects of the Sector Theory.
Trends indicate a shift away from inter-city locales towards outlying

areas where both land costs and taxes are low.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The study of tobacco marketing warehouses reveals measurable pat-

terns in the cultural landscape of the Eastern Tobacco Belt. Regionally

dominant forms are found. Epochal variation in the means and modes of

construction demonstrates the evolutionary development of tobacco marketing

areas. The nature of tobacco marketing requires structures with a great

expanse of floor space. As a result of that, relatively large areas in the

towns are devoted to tobacco marketing. Tobacco, however, is sold only dur-

in one-third of the year (August, September, October, and November); so

warehouses stand idle for about eight months. Alternative uses for

the warehouses arose in response to the seasonality of tobacco marketing,

but the semi-perennial change in function does not mean complete year-

round use of all the floor space.

Due to their size and number, the visual and aesthetic qualities

inherent in the design and construction of these warehouses contribute

greatly to the geographic character of the region. Classification of ware-

house types was based on two structural features: (1) facade roof-lines,

and (2) material used to construct the facade. In each case, two elements

proved regionally dominant. Facade roof-lines fell into three categories:

(1) Stepped; (2) Angled; and (3) Other. The stepped and angled classes

account for almost ninety percent (88%) of the one hundred and ten build-

ings surveyed. The spatial distribution of facade roof-lines displays
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a general North/South orientation. Stepped roofs (48%), occur most

frequently in the Northern sector. The older warehouses were found to

have stepped roofs. The Southern section is composed of angled roof-lines.

Three facts are common to angled facade warehouses: Cl) They are

innovations in design; (2) They occur mainly in peripheral locations; and

(3) They are generally constructed of metal. A further qualification can

be made concerning tobacco marketing warehouse facades; the material used

in building the facing displays intra-regional variation.

The remarkable uniformity of tobacco warehouses is evident in

yet another structural characteristic. Eighty percent of the warehouse

facades were constructed of two materials: (1) metal (54%) and (2) brick

^6%). When displayed cartographically, these elements form three general

areas, one brick and two metal dominanted regions. The brick node (in

Washington, Williamston, Greenville, Tarboro, and Farmville) lies bet-

ween the two sheet metal areas. Sheet metal is most commonly employed

for warehouse sides and roofs. Frequently brick, concrete, or cinder

blocks are utilized in the bottom 2 or 3 feet of the warehouse sides,

effectively raising shipping doors to the approximate level of truck beds.

Brick was mainly used in constructing the stepped facades of the older

warehouses. These brick stepped facades are generally found on the

warehouses concentrated in the CBDs of the urban centers. Metal stepped

facades, while not presenting the textural quality of the older warehouses,

does carry on the tradition of stepped tobacco warehouses.

Tobacco marketing warehouses form two distinct areas in the urban

landscape of the Eastern Tobacco Belt. These areas are classified by

their relative location within the cities: (1) CED, and (2) Peripherial.
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The areas formed correspond generally to three theories of urban structure.

The CBD oriented marketing centers produced ring like sections in ttieir

earlier years of operation according to tke Concentric Zone Theory. These

areas later took on the cellular shapes of the Multiple Nucleated Theory.

The marketing areas molded during the fifties and sixties took on char-

acteristlcs of the Sector and Multiple Nuclei theories. Warehouses built

in the last seven years align with major transportation routes according

to the Sector Theory.

Photo Essay No. 1

CBD

The marketing areas near the CBD are in a state of decay. Stranded

in neighborhoods of low-cost housing, gas stations, vacant lots, and a

varied selection of businesses. In those old areas one frequently sees

gnarled, old shopkeepers trailing you about the stores, all the while,

straightening pants and toying with dusty, cracking shoes or other

low quality merchandise. This section of town has been perceived

similar to coat hangers and boxes left behind in closets when one moves

of indefinite value and hardly worth the bother. Other traits are the

presence of Black settlements and railroad lines or spurs. The removal

of a tobacco marketing warehouse through demolition or fire opens large tracts

of land.

Greenville has been chosen as the subject of this photo-essay because

it displays elements common to all marketing centers in the Eastern Belt.

Recently, several warehouses have been eliminated from the urban landscape
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Figure 30: Albermarle Avenue—an area of mixed uses.
(Location of photographs can be found on page 66) (Figure 40)

Figure 31: An Area of General Decay
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Figure 32: Stranded in Neighborhoods of Gas Stations

Figure 33: Many are Across the Street From Each Other

t
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Figure 34: Railroad Lines

Figure 35 : Railroad Spurs
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Figure 36: Presence of Black Settlements

of Greenville. Two have burned CMcGowan's and Buck's), and one (Rodger's),

was destroyed to implement the Greenville Redevelopment Plan. The

availability of large plots in the heart of urban areas benefits both

the planner and the developer. Change of land use does occur without

the destruction of the warehouse. Many have been converted into storage

warehouses, where seed and fertilizer dominates. One warehouse in

Greenville has been converted into office space.
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Figure 37: Former Site of McGowan's Warehouse

Figure 38: Former Site of Rodger's Warehouse
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Figure 39: Seed Storage Warehouses

\



Figure
40

PHOTO ESSAY NO. I

LOCATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
GREENVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

FEET

1977 NOTE: NUMBERS REFER TO LOCATIONS OF TEXT FIGURES
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Photo Essay No. 2

PERIPHERAL

Areas where tobacco marketing warehouses are concentrated outside

the CBD took on quite different forms from the ring-shape of the inter-

city sites. Peripheral marketing areas resemble wedges or strips along

major highways. The outlying warehouses are usually larger and occasion-

ally have separate storage facilities. These warehouses are generally

located on the fringes of commercial strip development. The relative

size of the warehouses dwarfs many industrial concerns. Farmer's Ware-

house in Greenville, with its 500,940 square feet is the largest tobacco

marketing warehouse in the world. When compared to the Union Carbide

plant (178,000 square feet) in the same city. Farmer's represents a

large portion of Greenville's urban landscape. Farmer's remains virtually

unused for sixty-six percent of the year. In other words,"If they don't

make it in the four months," as one local resident said, "they have had

it.



Figure Peripheral Warehouses Are Large Structures

Figure 42: Warehouses on the Fringe of Strip Development
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Figure 43: Pre-fabricated Warehouse

Figure 44 : Stepped Metal Warehouse
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Alternative Uses

Several alternative uses for tobacco warehouses have arisen in rela-

tion to this problem. These uses can be divided into four main categories:

(1) other agriculturally related functions; (2) general storage; (3) social

f\inctions; and (4) utilization of office space. Agricultural uses can be

subdivided into three classes: (1) buying stations; (2) the storage of

commodities; and (3) the sale of commodities. Tobacco marketing warehouses

are used to buy pecans, soybeans, and cucumbers. Several agricultural

commodities are stored in the warehouses. Including grains, fertilizer,

and tobacco. Other agricultural products sold in tobacco warehouses are

seed and fertilizer. The utilization of warehouse space in the storage of

non-related items is commonplace in the Eastern Belt; these items include:

boats, cars, trucks, and roofing tile. Due to their seasonal vacancy, the

warehouses have proved to be suitable to social functions. Trade fairs,

dances, parade preparation and tax registration are among these uses of

tobacco marketing warehouses. Warehouse offices are used throughout the

year as permanent offices for the warehousemen and as meeting places

where some of the older members of the community while away time playing

cards and yawing over recent events.

Conclusions

This study points out several directions of possible research in

the fields of settlement and urban geography. Tobacco contributes heavily

to the character of the cultural landscape of Eastern North Carolina.

Emphasis in earlier studies has been oriented toward the farmscape (as
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opposed to the rural landscape or townscape), with minimal research

effort applied to its ramifications on the urban milieu. Relatively

large areas, in the urban landscape of the region, are devoted to the

marketing of agricultural products and to the internal organization of

urban centers is needed. The documentation of the structures and settle-

ment ensembles of North America is far from complete. It is hoped this

study will further research into these areas.

This paper is intended to (1) categorize the tobacco marketing ware-

houses of the Eastern Flue-Cured Tobacco Belt as to their types and char-

acteristics, (2) identify the patterns they form in the townscapes of

Wilson, Greenville, Farmville, and Washington at the present time, (3)

determine whether one or more patterns existed at an earlier date or

dates and to categorize the earlier pattern or patterns, and (4) determine

the agents of change and the impact of change in the distributional patterns

of tobacco marketing warehouses in the morphology of the four urban areas

examined.

Tobacco warehouses are found to fall into two major classes: (1) brick

stepped facades and (2) metal angled facades. Two distinct periods of

development were demonstrated in the urban landscape of the four cities.

The first period, before 1950, was one in which warehouses were built in

or near the CBDs. Peripheral locations were chosen in second period,

which includes the twenty-seven years since 1950. Characteristics of three

urban structure theories have been found in the urban landscape of the

Eastern Tobacco Belt: (1) Concentric Zone; (2) Sector; and (3) Multiple

Nucleated. The data of publication of these theories generally reflect

conditions present during development of the theories. The Concentric Zone
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Theory is evident in the tobacco marketing areas prior to 1950 in

that the warehouses are located around the L. B. 0. The marketing

areas developed since 1950 demonstrate characteristics of the Sector

and Multiple Nucleated theories as evidenced by their outlying

locations on or near highways. Several agents of change were found

to influence the location of tobacco warehouses in tke four towns.

They include: (1) city shape, (2) existing land use, C3) economic

conditions, (4) agglomeration of like phenomena, (5) transportation

systems, and (6) human whim. Investigation into the character

and location of tobacco marketing warehouses has demonstrated that they

form patterns in the cultural landscape of Eastern North Carolina and

revealed that they also add much to the flavor of the area.
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